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What this is about

• Experimental evaluation good for 
– high certainty about effects of change on patienthigh certainty about effects of change on patient 

outcomes.
• Don’t answer decision makers questions aboutq

– Would it work here?
• What was their situation – helping (or hindering)

– How did they implement the change?
• VA research can help make more progress in 

improving safety and quality
• Non-experimental methods to help answer questions 

and assist spread.
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This seminar overview
1 S bj t1 Subject

– Methods for studying improvements in the VHA system 
not involving researchers or QUERI – local unit and system-wide.
– Methods for studying spread 

2 Problems and questions
Some improvements catch on or are implemented better– Some improvements catch-on or are implemented better

– Intentional spread slow and patchy
– Need to improve our “spread technology” – can research help?

3 Solutions
– Understand which improvements are “successful” and why
– Mixed method naturalistic research methodsMixed method naturalistic research methods
– Researcher involvement in spread programmes different to 

QUERI
4 Your views and questions4 Your views and questions
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Setting the scene - My experience and evidenceg y p
1) Effective QI =
1. Clinical change: single subject, single site, single project

– Eg Improve beta blocker or diabetes care guideline adherance

2. Short-process improvement
i hi l b– eg within-laboratory process

3. Micro-system improvement
lti l h ithi b d d li i l– eg multiple changes within bounded clinical area

2) The real innovation is in implementation – local adaption and 
invention 

How resourceful management and teams make improvements in resource 
constrained settings

With little outside assistance little time divertable from clinical care andWith little outside assistance, little time divertable from clinical care, and 
few change skills 



3) Challenges spreading (and sustaining)) g p g ( g)
To get organisations to do changes 1,2,3 – large scale 

spread programmes or administrative directivespread programmes or administrative directive

– Limited evidence (Mittman 2004, Shojania & 
Grimshaw 2005, Schouten et al 2008)

– Variable implementation and outcomes (Øvrevteit
2005 2009)2005, 2009)

(eg collboratives 10/20/30/40 rule; large scale QUERI?)

– What about others not in the programme?



If we know a change is effective
• Either QUERI-formed, or locally made-up (how to find these?)
How get better and wider implementation?

4) Need a “step change” in “spread technology”
B VS i V S id i l i h l• Better VSwit: Va System wide implementation technology

• “Throw over the wall” efficacy research of limited help

• Can research and researchers help find and spread effective 
changes?g

• How best? 
• What needs to change?



VHA NODs – where were the researchers?
• Practice/leader-led improvements not researcher-led 
• Limited research description, evaluation or assistance

– EHR development and implementation – where were the researchers 
and the publications?and the publications?

– Primary care programs system-wide
– Increased preventive care & evidence-based guidelines adherenceIncreased preventive care & evidence based guidelines adherence 
– VA performance measurement and incentives
– New clinical programs: integrated care for returning soldiers, 

integration into primary care of mental health services 
• National program assists, but VISNs and facilities decide how 

t t th f d li ito carry out the new ways of delivering care.
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Va Pressure ulcer improvement 
posted
At AHRQ Innovations Exchange
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Observations
1 Difficult to evaluate large scale collaborative or other 

programmes
2 C t d i t di t lt d d ib l h i2 Can study intermediate results and describe causal chain
but uncertainty about effects on patient outcomes.
3 Th t t i l t t ti t i3 These programmes target social systems not patients – micro 

systems, facilities, larger organisations or regional systems 
(VISNs)(VISNs)
– Change mechanism works through how people perceive things 
– Not biophysical natural causal processes Perceptions are causal p y p p

mediators 
– Can find out perceptions to help understand change
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Observations

4 Quality and safety are systemic properties: depend 
on how the parts of each system works togetheron how the parts of each system works together 

• One aim is to develop improvement capacity 
5 The programmes themselves are complex social 

systems of actors and actions changing over time 
in a changing context.
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Part 2: Problems and questions

Practical 
N d t d d f h hi h i• Need to speed spread of changes which improve 
quality 

• Can use experimental to evaluate many 
improvements, to check if they do.

• But decision-makers want to know other things –
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Decision-makers questions

• Would it work here locally? 

• How did they implement this change? (description)

• Which context factors helped and hinderedWhich context factors helped and hindered 
implementation (attribution)

I hi h f tti d diti did it k?• In which range of settings and conditions did it work? 
(generalisation certainty)

• How do I adapt it, or the context, to implement it? 
(adaption)
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Can researchers help?p
• Find and describe successful “locally-made up” 

improvements or administratively directed ones p y
(diffusion)

• Describe intentional-spread programmes (ISPs) 
• Evidence of what helps and hinders successful spread
• Give “spreaders” feedback for real time improvement p p

in doing spread.

Need spread research assistance programme (SRAP) to 
help develop VHA System-wide implementation 
t h ltechnology
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Research-oriented questionsq
• What helps and hinders successful spread (eg some “barrier”-

research)?research)?
• What explains successful natural or administrative diffusion of 

some improvements?
• How do we conceptualise and describe large scale spread 

programmes?  
– Describing what happens between the plan and resultsg pp p

• How do we detect variation in sites,
– adaptation of the intervention (e.g., guideline adaption)?

i l t ti th d ( h t t i i EMR i d )?– implementation methods (e.g., shorter training, EMR reminders)?
– implementation fidelity and extent?
– intermediate and end results?

• How do we synthesise the data to create valid and useful findings?
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Research challengesg
For studying system-wide intentional- or 

l d f diffnatural spread of different 
improvementsp

e.g., national collaborative, or 
administrative directive to implement X p
chronic care guideline
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Can you grow pineapples in Sweden?
Seed Gardener/planting & nurture Climate / soil

Your change?

Change idea
E id

+   Context 0-5?
L l

+   Implementation actions
0 5?

Your change?
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Evidence
0-5?

- Local
- Wider

0-5?



Distinguish
INTERVENTION

Seed

IMPLEMENTATION 
STRATEGIES
Planting

CONTEXT

Soil and climateSeed Planting Soil and climate

Effective treatment
Education
Guidelines
Audit and feedback

Organisational structure
Culture
SystemsAudit and feedback

Academic detailing
Systems
Financial system?

Effective organisation Breakthrough collaborative Organisational change g
Eg team organisation
Care manager

Or  A change idea

g
Implementation network

g g
support
Culture
Financial incentives

g

Which effective for which intervention?
Classification of strategies?

Which features help and hinder which 
strategies/support which 
interventions?
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Emerging evaluation paradigm for CSIsg g p g

• Qualitative data on outcomes (participants valuations)
– Multiple stakeholder perspectives of “effectiveness”, “success”

• Observational description of programme implementation in 
real setting (multiple data methods & who did what when)real setting (multiple data methods, & who, did what, when)

• Assessment of influence of context – which factors H&H
U d di f i fl d b f• Understanding of outcomes influenced by many factors, one 
of which is the CSI

• Description of CSI/programme context interactions and• Description of CSI/programme-context interactions and 
dependencies

• Bias towards objective of improvement rather than causalityBias towards objective of improvement rather than causality 
attribution and generalisation
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Observations: the intervention / context debate
• Experimental separates intervention from context 
• Focus on the intervention effect if present or• Focus on the intervention – effect if present or 

absent?

• But disconnect with Systems thinking
– Safety a result of combination of conditions, not just one 

intervention 
– Improvements through changes at multiple levels (higher 

levels create the context for lower levels)levels create the context for lower levels)
• Need methods to study multiple changes at different 

levels over time and relate to safety performancelevels over time and relate to safety performance



Ways forwardy
1 Match method to question
2 C bi d d i2 Combined design

– Experimental and 
– Parallel process evaluation 

3 Naturalistic mixed method with programme theory 
(case study evaluation)

4 Changes in understanding, respect, skills and g g, p ,
funding

FOCUS on 3) and examples
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Question matched to design
Q1  In which range of settings and conditions 

did it work? (generalisation certainty)did it work? (generalisation certainty)

Experimental testing & add descriptions
• selection of settings and conditions:g
• selection is theory-informed eg pre-assessment for 

do “change ready” settings implement better anddo change ready  settings implement better and 
get better results?)
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Question matched to designg
Q2 How did they implement this change? 

(description)

Which context factors helped and hindered implementation 
(attribution)(attribution)

• Multi method case study - examples
• EMR implementation Kaiser and Karolinska• EMR implementation Kaiser and Karolinska
• 12 innovations in Swedish healthcare

UK PSI t d• UK PSI study 
• Context which helps and hinder patient safety 

improvements Reviews of researchimprovements - Reviews of research
22



EMR implementation Kaiser and Karolinskap
• Kaiser first try: 2 years, stopped, cost 1.2m$
• Karolinska: 1 year, under budget, generally welcomed
• Discovered explained by different implementation and 

t tcontexts
• Modified Rogers diffusion of innovation theory was 

predictivepredictive
• Some value to implementers and science: empirical 

descriptions and theorydescriptions and theory.
Øvretveit,J Scott, T Rundall, T Shortell, S Brommels, M Implementation of 

electronic medical records in hospitals: two case studies, Health Policy 
84(2007)181 19084(2007)181–190 
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One, of 12 innovations in Swedish healthcare,

Integrated system: All services for 300k population merged: 
H it l PHC d i l i bliHospital, PHC and social care in one public company 

• Corresponding merged Health and social care purchasing 
organisationorganisation

• Combined county and local political governing board.
• Case study described:y

– steps in change, conditions helping and hindering
– before and after structures and clinical processes

ff t l k ti f ti– effects on personnel work satisfaction
Cannot attribute changes in patient outcomes to the change
This case evaluation used in decisions of future changesThis case evaluation used in decisions of future changes
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Case studies
Programme theory and concepts for describing 

changechange
Programme theory 
ideas about sequence of actions and situation factors leading to intermediate 

changes and output and outcome changes (their theory, our theory)
Cretin et al 2004 model
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MRC CSI safety research model (Brown 2008)MRC CSI safety research model (Brown 2008)
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VHA advanced access – evaluation model by COLMR
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Naturalistic methods PSI study (UK 100k collaborative)
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Naturalistic methods PSI study (UK 100k collaborative)
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Tool are available for research describing and 
assessing contextassessing context

Organisational readiness for change 
- shared subjective sense of change commitment 

and change efficacy (Weiner 2009)g y ( )
FOR Diabetes registry in community health centers 
ORC highORC high, 

- staff skillfully and persistently take action to put a diabetes registry in practice 
and demonstrate more consistent, high-quality use of the registry. 

ORC low  
staff resist initiating change, put less effort into implementation, persevere less, 

d hibit li t i t t b t R i t lik l t b i t itt tand exhibit compliant registry use, at best. Registry likely to be intermittent, 
scattered, and uneven
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Tool box for research - describing and 
e i te tassessing context

O i ti l di f hOrganisational readiness for change 
- Different from

Context receptiveness for change
– objective factors which influence change, often 

external
(Pettigrew et al 1992, Dopson et al 2002)
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But does the best context for one intervention 
diff f b f h i idiffer from best context for another intervention

E t t f h d h i i t tiE.g., context for hand hygiene intervention success
vs context for computer decision support p pp

intervention?
• Initial findings yes – from AHRQ PSP studyInitial findings yes from AHRQ PSP study
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Contexts which helps and hinder patient 
safety improvements - Reviews of research 

AHRQ funded Karolinska/RAND/Stanford/Johns 
Hopkins

• Five PSPs
• Evidence of context influences on implementation• Evidence of context influences on implementation
• Designs and measures for researching this.
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Summary so fary
• Most research looks only at effectiveness of change
• Uses methods exclude context as confoundersUses methods exclude context as confounders
• At best give description of context (eg reporting 

guidance SQUIRE)g Q )
• No theory of intervention influence pathway
• No theory of contextNo theory of context 
• Both help decision makers and implementer 
• Some general frameworks of possible context• Some general frameworks of possible context 

influences on change implementation
• But likely different contexts for different changeBut likely different contexts for different change 

interventions
36



Common features of this research
• Intervention or change not a treatment

b t a ne ser ice deli er model s stem or t pe of organisation– but a new service delivery model, system or type of organisation
• Intervention or change not fixed and standardised

– but evolving intentionally and unintentionallyg y y
• Sometimes no control group or comparitor
• Context influences studied, not excluded by design

S i fl b ti li d d d– Some influences can be operationalised and measured
– Some need qualitative exploration and understanding of how 

change participants interpret the influence
Th f “h i k ” d l• Theory of “how it works” – models

• Weak on patient outcomes but shows pathway of changes
• Multiple data and perspectives about effectsMultiple data and perspectives about effects 
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Summary points

We have traded certainty about efficacy 
for less knowledge about adaption, 

generalisation, implementation 
and explanation of causal pathways

Other research needed
N t i t l t ti f ti h• Not experimental testing of practice change 

• But observational documentation of successful 
developments
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Other disciplines p
• Developed evaluation methods to answer these 

questionsquestions 
– Public health and health promotion: causal pathways 

and theory of changey g
– Programme evaluation, education and criminology: case 

study, realist evaluation
– Social sciences and Business studies: case study 

evaluation and action research
H ld h h d b li d• How would these methods be applied to answer 
improvers questions and build theory about 
improvement implementation in ordinary settings?improvement implementation in ordinary settings?
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Ways forward?y
1)Parallel implementation study to the experimental 

QUERI evaluation.
(QUERI – high certainty effective but widespread 

implementation less good)

2) Non experimental research of “naturally occurring 
developments” (NODs)

– The 3F approach: Find, Follow and Forward what works 
– Observational “detective” research
Less objective certainty of effectiveness but goodLess objective certainty of effectiveness but good 

implementation lessons
Next – research methods for 2) and their uses
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Summaryy
• Local developments – find evaluate and help spread
• Large scale programmes – spread technology
• Match method to questionMatch method to question
• Some improvements can be evaluated using 

experimental And parallel process evaluationsexperimental. And parallel process evaluations.
• Others, and large scale changes need other methods 

l d l d i d th d– causal models and mixed methods
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Summaryy
• Need Better VaSwit: Va System wide 

implementation technology
• Research to study and explain spread and non-y p p

spread
• Match methods to users question and the type ofMatch methods to users question and the type of 

programme
• Cutting edge developments in implementation• Cutting edge developments in implementation 

research 
Mi d di i d th d• Mixed paradigm, mixed methods 



Ways forward 

1) Expand QUERI with Implementation studies parrallel to 
experimental.

2) Spread research assistance programme (SRAP) 
Start a Find, Follow, Forward programme

i d f l i ( d f il )Find successful improvements (and failures)
Follow: describe steps in development, context which helped and hindered, 

and different results
F d d d d f i h iForward to spread and study fate in other settings

tools to assess if others have the right conditions, tools for implementation, case 
study examples, experiential reports, implementation network

U C d i d h d i f k– Use Case study mixed methods, using context assessment frameworks
• Virtual QUERI centre for identifying evaluating and spreading 

service innovations VQSIsQ
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Implicationsp
• More flexible and tolerance. But know good from 

bad research for the questionbad research for the question.
• Develop researchers to understand range 
• More to specialise in mixed methods and 

implementation research.
• Methods to find local improvements and fund 

research
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QUERI limitationsQ
• Strong evidence of effectiveness – at research sites
• Spread requires destination services get assistance to 

design and carry out their own implementationg y p
• QUERI evaluations give limited info on effectives in 

different situations or explanations for thisdifferent situations or explanations for this
• Experimental methods not designed to
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Reality checky
Valid Assumptions?
• Little research into practice lead transformations ofLittle research into practice lead transformations of 

VHA?
• Research not useful to decision-makers implementers p

in other areas?
• QUERI research gives little info about implementation g p

and conditions needed? Controls to assess effectiveness
• QUERI changes – limited spread?

Evidence for or against any of the above?
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Comments on this view:
As researchers we too often try (and too often fail) to improve 

care through rigorous researchcare through rigorous research, 
while at the same time VA's clinical and administrative leaders 

are conducting numerous QI programs that succeed or atare conducting numerous QI programs that succeed, or at 
least appear to succeed.  

We (as researchers) need to help the policy/practice leaders ( ) p p y p
understand if, and how, their programs succeed, but we 
(researchers) also need to learn from their strategies and 
successes.  

This requires observational research that QUERI researchers 
(and too many grant reviewers) do not respect nor conduct(and too many grant reviewers) do not respect nor conduct. 
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Your reactions and questions

1 Any surprises1. Any surprises…

2 i b2. Not certain about…

3. This could be useful…
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Background: Note the French 2009 reviewg

• Subject: implementing evidence based practice
• Approach: not individual clinician behaviour

change, but social context and networks they are 
part of.

• Intervention highly dependent on social contextIntervention highly dependent on social context 
– both context and intervention adjust 

• Model they suggest for studying how context 
influences whether clinicians adopt EBPcs >>>
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French 2009 review
Categories and measures

Cli• Climate:, e.g., openness, respect, trust
• OL culture
• Vision
• Leadership
• Knowledge need
• Acquisition of new knowledgeAcquisition of new knowledge
• Knowledge sharing
• Knowledge use• Knowledge use
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.Pain medication Does it work? Standardise the treatment to each 
patient
Compare to no treatment/placeboCompare to no treatment/placebo
Exclude other factors
Measure outcomes – are changes to 
these measures associated with 
presence/absence of the p /
treatment?

Pain medication 
improvement

Does it work Are systems and supports changed?
Do providers change their 
b h i ?

Describe the 
intervention
M  improvement behaviour?

Are patient outcomes better
Measure 
stages in the 
causal 
pathway

Implementing a 
change 

What did they do?
Was this strategy effective 
to get the change?

Details of actions taken at different 
times (method/strategy for the 
change)

Conditions 
which help and 
hinder

Could we do this? Which influences help and hinder 
ordinary services to make the 
change
( ti t   i il   i ti
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Questions and criteria
Efficacy
Does it work  (anywhere)?

Certainty about effects (internal 
validity) 

Better than…. Key issue = Attribution

Effectiveness
Wh t   th   ff t  i  t i l 

Certainty about effects on 
i t di t   d  lti t   t   What are the effects in typical 

settings?
intermediate and ultimate outcomes  
(external validity) 
Key issue = Generalisation

Implementation
Sell
Start

What were the actions taken to make 
the changes? 
Which conditions helped and 

Sustain
Spread externally

p
hindered? 
Key issue = Description and 
explanation
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The MMC-USA
ti t f t i t tipatient safety intervention 

study
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Summary points
• QUERI focus - Does it work?

– but not good answers to local questions.g q
• Tendency to require exact replication
• But know adaption needed and likely not to workBut know adaption needed, and likely not to work 

without some conditions 
• Few changes context insensitive and exactly replicableFew changes context insensitive and exactly replicable
• Information lacking for implementers

If use “evidence” mostly practitioner reports (AHRQ IHI)– If use evidence  – mostly practitioner reports (AHRQ, IHI) 
or JC Journal,

– But limitations in items reported and validityBut limitations in items reported and validity
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Summary points

We have traded certainty about efficacy 
for less knowledge about adaption, generalisation, 

implementation p
and explanation of causal pathways

Other research needed
• Not experimental testing of practice change 
• But observational documentation of successful 

developments
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But does the best context for one intervention 
differ from another intervention

E t t f h d h i i t ti• E.g., context for hand hygiene intervention success
vs context for computer decision support p pp
intervention?

• Initial findings yes:Initial findings yes:
• Four types of interventions – each requires 

diffdifferent context
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Four types of interventions – each requires different context
with possibly different implementation approaches and different assisting contextsw poss b y d e e p e e o pp o c es d d e e ss s g co e s

• Complexity and dynamism
– Single simple intervention (to patient, to provider: eg writtenSingle simple intervention (to patient, to provider: eg written 

guide)
– Multiple simple interventions (eg surgery and meds; QI bundles)

l i l l i i ( i ll b )– Multi-level interventions (eg NDL team, manager, region collabs)
– Evolving adaptive interventions (eg QI programmes in health 

systems) y )
Other grouping for interventions:
• Focus of intervention: 

– individual (patient or provider); team; unit; organisation; health 
system.
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